
Back Sleeping 
 
Snoring is a precursor to sleep apnea. Although Sleep Medicine usually recommends side 
sleeping due to its tendency to lessen snoring, I have discovered that side and belly 
sleeping have definite drawbacks.   Some may find that sleeping on the back makes them 
snore more.  This does not mean that sleeping on the back is bad only that snoring is an 
even more important issue and should be addressed in several ways. Several inexpensive 
devices and a few herbals make back sleeping quite accessible.  

Sleeping on one's back helps maintain a consistent body position and allows gravity to 
assist the mucosa to drain into the throat and not build up in the sinuses and 
nose.  Circadian rhythms can alternate hourly between right and left brain hemispheres 
without being stuck on one side or the other.  If the surface you are lying on is firm enough 
the back of the ribs will be pushed forward allowing the diaphragm to rise and fall with less 
resistance from the rib cage thus reducing the oxygen cost of breathing. You breathe from 
2,000 to 8,000 times an 8 hour sleeping shift so this oxygen savings adds up.  

Head pillows cause the head to bend forward thus inviting partial throat closure increasing 
the risk of snoring so it is best to not use pillows and instead keep the throat open.  The 
throat can be kept open using special props shown in our Primary Resting Position (PRP) in 
the Exercises DVD. Side sleeping causes breathing resistance to the lungs having body 
weight upon them.  Stomach sleeping requires us to lift a significant amount of body weight 
to breathe in and that weight invites shallow breathing during our waking hours. Belly 
sleeping also invites facial wrinkles as well as potential low back pain.  If sleeping on your 
stomach makes your low back pain better I suggest you see a chiropractor or osteopath 
about that. Other factors include excess pot belly fat and overdeveloped super tight 
washboard abs that tend to restrict ease of belly breathing and make side sleeping more 
restful than back sleeping but still not optimal. So stop overdeveloping the abs and/or lose 
the pot belly. 

Spine wise, side sleeping causes the spine to curve downward/sideways inviting unnatural 
curvatures aka scoliosis.  Back sleeping, given a firm enough support so as not to allow 
sunken chest and inhibited diaphragmatic rise and fall, gives more even consistent shaping. 

A unique method of sleeping late to more effectively catch up on loss of sleep.  
As noted in Science News, December 14 - 2013, Lora Hooper, an immunologist at University 
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas  notices a boosted supply of inflammatory 
cells due to excessive sources of light.  Circadian rhythms are largely influenced by light. 
Premature and/or artificial light for example when you have not slept long enough will 
disturb those rhythms and stress your immune system.  The Mindfold more effectively cuts 
out all light allowing extended periods of non light disturbed rest.   

Back sleeping may expose oneself to "unprotected" emotions such as vulnerability. This can 
be addressed with resting hand positions on the chest and belly.  

The bottom line is to sleep any way you can. Non optimal is better than insufficient but non 
optimal may cause insufficiencies over time.  

http://www.breathing.com/mindfold.htm

